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Welcome to the second October session
of the Dr. Harold C. Deutsch World War
II History Round Table. Tonight’s speaker is
Andrew Nagorski, author of 1941: The Year
Germany Lost the War. He argues that strategic
mistakes and the miscalculation of capabilities in
1941 doomed the Nazi cause though no one
realized it at the time.
Hindsight, since we know how the story ends,
is always much clearer than our view of current
events. The Historian is uniquely situated to
discern the consequential from the inconsequential in ways that those who lived during World
War II might never have considered. Thus, many
of the decisions and choices made by the Third
Reich in 1941 were both catastrophically poor
and part of the cause of Germany’s ultimate
defeat.
In the Spring of 1941, Germany was master
of Western Europe (save the devastated United
Kingdom - UK) and had alliances or at least
good relations with the rest of Europe. Successful on a level that even Napoleon might have
envied, Hitler repeated Napoleon’s error in expecting a fast victory over Russia. Possessed (as
he himself put it) of a “sleep-walkers confidence,” Hitler’s totalistic racial world view compelled him to launch the greatest and most destructive campaign in history: OPERATION
BARBAROSSA. Part racist arrogance, part overconfidence, and partly drunk with success,
Hitler’s decision to wage such a merciless and
cruel struggle in the East created the circumstances that ended his Reich.
Hitler gambled on a fast decisive blitzkrieg on
a titanic scale. But despite stunning early successes against the Soviet behemoth, German
forces ruefully discovered that as rapidly as they
destroyed Soviet units, more appeared, and their
resistance became ever more tenacious. Stalin’s
ruthless determination to fight at all costs was
the precise opposite of the paralysis the French
leadership had shown under the Nazi onslaught.
Hitler’s micro-management of German forces in
time-consuming troop re-deployments (e.g., the
Kiev encirclement) would lead to failure at the
gates of Moscow (OPERATION TYPHOON).

The German Army was generally unprepared
for protracted warfare - - logistics were a nightmare on the Eastern Front and lack of coordinated strategic planning (due to Hitler’s mercurial goal setting) would prove a fatal handicap.
Failure to capitalize on the deeply rooted hatred of the murderous Communist regime felt
by many of the Soviet peoples would only
serve to weaken Germany. The Nazis were
among the cruelest conquerors in history. This
compelled most people under their control to
resent (at the very least) or actively work
against German occupation. This also provided
Stalin with the valuable propaganda role as
defender and liberator (in contrast to his prewar role as overseer of the Great Terror).
The self-inflicted errors that Nazi war fighting and occupation policies suffered from
reached an apotheosis with Hitler’s hubristic
declaration of war against the United States in
December 1941. Despite Franklin Roosevelt’s
clear pro-British stance, and flagrant violation
of the Neutrality Acts, Germany exercised significant restraint in its U-Boat operations
against shipping to the UK. By 1941, the UBoats were more aggressive and fostered a
swelling anti-Nazi sentiment in the United
States. Nevertheless, Roosevelt would have
had a hard time persuading the American public, outraged at Japan’s perfidy at Pearl Harbor,
that fighting Germany should be America’s
first priority. Hitler’s declaration of war rendered the question moot. Furthermore, British
– American strategic cooperation, while rocky,
worked far more effectively than the German
High Command at structuring a coherent
strategic posture and while the two democracies’ relationship with the Communist dictatorship could scarcely be described as cordial it
nonetheless began to take shape in the last days
of 1941.
On the one hand, it simplifies analysis to
blame Hitler personally for the German errors
of 1941. On the other hand, the gaps in German strategic capacity, such as poor strategic
intelligence, inept economic policies, lack of a
strategic bombing ability, underdeveloped logistic support, and overemphasis on purely
offensive tactical operations can be attributed
to the failures of the General Staff. Nonetheless, it is appropriate to blame Hitler for the
Nazi mentality which permeated all aspects of
German behavior. Had the Germans exploited
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the anti-Soviet feeling of the conquered peoples,
they would have found a huge manpower reserve
begging to fight. To do so, however, would have
meant ceasing to be Nazis. The nightmare of the
Holocaust and the deliberate enslavement of the
Slavs not only were horribly immoral and criminal policies - - they created a wave of hatred that
prevented Germany from stabilizing her empire.
Hitler created such an atmosphere of fear that
only a very few non-Germans had any interest in
being part of the Greater Reich and they mostly
set aside for the duration their social, cultural,
and political antagonisms to end tyranny of the
Third Reich. Even Churchill (the British imperialist) Roosevelt (the American millionaire) and
Stalin (the Communist mass-murderer) could
and did find ways to work together to smash the
National Socialist regime to oblivion.
To many Germans and others in Europe, the
Third Reich in 1941, having unleashed unprecedented violence and destruction, was all powerful and undefeated. The contemporary view was
bleak. From our vantage point, however, we can
see that the decision to invade Russia, the sheer
brutality of Nazi occupation of the East, and the
declaration of war against the United States (all
decisions made in 1941 and the products of Nazi
certainty in their own supremacy), ultimately
proved fatal to the Third Reich. It also fostered
the unity of the Allied powers, if only towards
one objective: To drive a stake in the heart of
National Socialism and destroy it forever.
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